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My view on the markets 

How long before currency volatility whacks the market? 

 

Lots of appearances on the BBC after the BoE rate rise in which I’ve said: 

 

 I don’t believe interest rates should have risen 

 See my notes below on why the Bank of England raised rates 

 It sends the wrong signal to business 

 Yes we need to save more and spend less on credit – but this is not the solution 
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The FTSE 100 has been supported by GBP’s falls against USD. A deal and we shall see GBP rise 
and FTSE 100 fall. I am not confident of much upside presently.  

 

Given the end of the earnings season in the US, I see short term US profit taking. 

 

And for those worried about a trade war, I reiterate what I said last month: 

 It’s not a trade war because trade is rising as a share of GDP. But it may become one. 

 Tariffs are consumer taxes. A way of taxing people whilst they think Trump is a patriot!  

 Don’t forget other major US tax cuts for corporates. This is boosting US markets. I love US 
markets. IT especially.  Basically Trump has given big business tax cuts and taxed consumers 
– the poorest – whilst making it look like he is getting jobs for all by tariffs. #Fakenews  

 Tariffs don’t work well. E.g. BMW’s largest factory is in the US, exporting to China! Doh! 

 Rising interest rates and rising taxes are not a good mix. But companies can absorb some of 
those new taxes so consumer not impacted too much too quickly. 

 Lower interest rates take the sting out – which is why Trump attacked the Fed. 

 Bottom line: Trump wants more market rises. I’m not worried about US markets. 

 UK markets – falling Pound pushes FTSE 100 equities higher, but as Brexit approaches 
decoupling with US and Europe more likely. Good for diversification of your portfolio! 

 Oil could reach $100 – this is before Trump tweets about nuclear war with Iran. It’s a tweet 
so its official US foreign policy. It’s Trump so it’s bluster.  
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Top insights from the City 

This shows which sectors have out-performed over the last 12 months. 

 

What worries me most is this note about the interest rate rises from the Bank of England – which 

supports my decision last year to go all in on US stocks with a limited number of UK ones – that we 

are growing as fast as we can, which is next to nothing. And the reason they give is that productivity 

will probably never improve and our infrastructure isn’t going to improve any time soon. Pretty 

depressing reading. So they raised rates!  

“We think our economy can only grow at a new, lower speed limit of around one-and-a-half per cent a 

year. We also currently think actual demand is growing close to this speed limit. This means demand 

can’t grow faster than at its current pace without causing prices to start rising too quickly.”  

Bank of England 

 

When it comes to UK stocks it means I want the exceptional few which are growing faster than peers 

and have momentum. I cannot rely on broader economic growth alone.  
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My favourite Value/Growth picks this month 

Using the APSE Value Growth data mining filter for the LSE shares list. Look at the 9s – they are my 
most highly rated for a 12-month hold.  

UK Market: US Market: 

 

 
 

Remember, you can see these for yourself, any time, by loading the APSE Value/Growth data mining 
filter. 
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What I love about APSE is finding names I had never come across before like this one: 

 

 

Forex 

So, we are clearly in a new gravitational pull for GBPUSD.  

 

When it comes to measuring the rise of the US Dollar – then this is the clearest trend: 
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My favourite Momentum/Value picks this month 

The point of this radar is to find undervalued stocks showing some momentum: 

 

I declare an interest that Gordon Dadds are my lawyers – by coincidence.  

For the US – only these have popped up: 
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Top trades for this month 

Speculative and higher risk: Credit Acceptance Corp. It’s American! 

Dechra, Hiscox too. Old favourites.  

 

Personal Activities  

I basically lived off the previous month. Seriously people – I need a rest now and again! 

I did make some angel investments into these: 

 

And into Qured… 

 


